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this book describes recent advances in radiative transfer atmospheric remote sensing polarization optics of random media and light scattering it is a valuable resource for anyone involved in light scattering research providing numerous step by step tutorials it allows readers to quickly learn about various aspects of theoretical and experimental light scattering media optics the book features among others a chapter on aerosol remote sensing that helps readers to define and solve various aerosol remote sensing problems

this book presents a survey of modern theoretical techniques in studies of radiative transfer and light scattering phenomena in turbid media it offers a comprehensive analysis of polarized radiative transfer and also discusses advances in planetary spectroscopy as far as aerosol layer height determination is of interest further it describes approximate methods of the radiative transfer equation solution for a special case of strongly scattering media a separate chapter focuses on optical properties of
black carbon aggregates this book presents a survey of modern theoretical techniques in studies of radiative transfer and light scattering phenomena in turbid media it offers a comprehensive analysis of polarized radiative transfer and also discusses advances in planetary spectroscopy as far as aerosol layer height determination is of interest further it describes approximate methods of the radiative transfer equation solution for a special case of strongly scattering media a separate chapter focuses on optical properties of black carbon aggregates this book describes recent advances in radiative transfer atmospheric remote sensing polarization optics of random media and light scattering it is a valuable resource for anyone involved in light scattering research providing numerous step by step tutorials it allows readers to quickly learn about various aspects of theoretical and experimental light scattering media optics the book features among others a chapter on aerosol remote sensing that helps readers to define and solve various aerosol remote sensing problems contemporary views on the structure and function of chromatin are presented and the history of the development of these ideas as well as the nature of the nucleic acid and protein components of chromatin are reviewed the structure of chromatin is studied at several levels and its modes of transcription and replication are analyzed chromatin provides researchers with a critical evaluation of current knowledge it combines much information that has never before been assembled and evaluates and interrelates it in a critical way this has not been done before so that readers are not only provided with an overview but with extensive references to the literature there are about 2000 references in all this timely monograph addresses an important class of semiconductors and devices that constitute the underlying technology for blue lasers it succinctly treats structural electrical and optical properties of nitrides and the substrates on which they are deposited band structures of nitrides optical processes deposition and fabrication technologies light emitting diodes and lasers it also includes many tables and figures detailing the properties and performance of nitride semiconductors and devices it is a source of great pleasure to help launch the new springer series in solid
state sciences some years ago I wrote my book Principles of Magnetic Resonance. I have been eager to publish a new book concerned with spin temperature, double resonance, and spin flip line narrowing topics basic to important trends in present day magnetic resonance which were not treated in my earlier book. Invitations to lecture in Osaka, Japan, in Leuven, Belgium, and Lausanne, Switzerland, had provided occasion to prepare first drafts of the new topics and to get student feedback. My plans were changed, however, when I learned that Principles of Magnetic Resonance was no longer available. Dr. Lotsch, physics editor of Springer Verlag, and I decided it made sense to combine the new book with a modified old one thereby continuing to make available a complete text in basic magnetic resonance written with a philosophy of presenting a thorough treatment of a small number of concepts which are key to large areas of magnetic resonance. In addition to adding three new chapters, I have added new material to the original chapters, have added two new appendices on the use of Bloch equations to describe rate processes and the effect of diffusion on spin echoes, and have augmented the collection of homework problems. The book is aimed at describing recent progress in studies of light extinction, absorption, and scattering in turbid media. In particular, light scattering oceanic optics and planetary optics research communities are greatly benefited from the publication of this book while the present edition is bibliographically the third one of Vol. 8 of the Springer Series in Information Sciences. It is 8; the book actually stems from Vol. 17 of the series Communication and Cybernetics CC 17, entitled Associative Memory: A System Theoretical Approach, which appeared in 1977. That book was the first monograph on distributed associative memories or content-addressable memories as they are frequently called especially in neural networks research. This author, however, would like to reserve the term content-addressable memory for certain more traditional constructs, the memory locations of which are selected by parallel search such devices are discussed in Vol. 1 of the Springer Series in Information Sciences. Content-addressable memories this third edition of is 8 is rather similar to the second one; two new discussions have been added one to the
end of chap 5 and the other the l vq 2 algorithm to the end of chap 7 moreover the convergence proof in sect 5 7 2 has been revised this book reviews the spaceborne and airborne remote sensing of clouds including cloud lidar and radar data analysis snow and soil reflectance spectroscopy and single light scattering by nonspherical scatterers providing deep insights into the latest technologies it is a valuable resource for scientists and postgraduate students alike a chronicle written only by someone for whom the present important goethe maximen und reflexionen the second volume of our company s history differs from the first in several ways with a great appreciation of history heinz sarkowski has impressively reconstructed the company correspondence which is fortunately almost completely preserved and made it speak there is an inexhaustible amount of correspondence pertaining to the period i have taken it upon myself to cover and working through it properly not only would have required many years but also would have detracted from the immediacy of the account thus i decided to proceed from personal experience to describe what has happened and to provide details gleaned from the correspondence i have counted here by no means only my own but rather the personal experiences of the many company members and employees who are mentioned below with the founding of the new york firm developments branch out becoming parallel but separate and the change from one scene to another repeatedly interrupts the continuing course of events and the chronological flow of the report in this connection the occasional repetition of certain facts was avoidable in some places however it seemed more appropriate not to interrupt particular lines of development but to describe them in continuity without regard to specific periods of time a chronicle written only by someone for whom the present important goethe maximen und reflexionen the second volume of our company s
history differs from the first in several ways with a great appreciation of history heinz sarkowski has impressively reconstructed the company correspondence which is fortunately almost completely preserved and made it speak there is an inexhaustible amount of correspondence pertaining to the period i have taken it upon myself to cover and working through it properly not only would have required many years but also would have detracted from the immediacy of the account thus i decided to proceed from personal experience to describe what has happened and to provide details gleaned from the correspondence i have counted here by no means only my own but rather the personal experiences of the many company members and employees who are mentioned below with the founding of the new york firm developments branch out becoming parallel but separate and the change from one scene to another repeatedly interrupts the continuing course of events and the chronological flow of the report in this connection the occasional repetition of certain facts was avoidable in some places however it seemed more appropriate not to interrupt particular lines of development but to describe them in continuity without regard to specific periods of time this is the first ever comprehensive treatment of nexafs spectroscopy it is suitable for novice researchers as an introduction to the field while experts will welcome the detailed description of state of the art instrumentation and analysis techniques along with the latest experimental and theoretical results the book presents in a rigorous and thorough manner the main elements of charles manski s research on partial identification of probability distributions the approach to inference that runs throughout the book is deliberately conservative and thoroughly nonparametric there is an enormous scope for fruitful inference using data and assumptions that partially identify population parameters in today s global and highly competitive environment continuous improvement in the processes and products of any field of engineering is essential for survival this book gathers together the full range of statistical techniques required
by engineers from all fields it will assist them to gain sensible statistical feedback on how their processes or products are functioning and to give them realistic predictions of how these could be improved. The handbook will be essential reading for all engineers and engineering connected managers who are serious about keeping their methods and products at the cutting edge of quality and competitiveness. This book deals with methods for solving nonstiff ordinary differential equations. The first chapter describes the historical development of the classical theory and the second chapter includes a modern treatment of Runge-Kutta and extrapolation methods. Chapter three begins with the classical theory of multistep methods and concludes with the theory of general linear methods. The reader will benefit from many illustrations, a historical and didactic approach, and computer programs which help him/her learn to solve all kinds of ordinary differential equations. This new edition has been rewritten and new material has been included. This is the first comprehensive book on ferroelectric memories, which contains chapters on device design, processing, testing, and device physics as well as on breakdown leakage currents, switching mechanisms, and fatigue. State-of-the-art device designs are included and illustrated among the books many figures. More than 500 up to date references and 76 problems make it useful as a research reference for physicists, engineers, and students.

This book explains
how to analyze independent data from factorial designs without having to make restrictive assumptions such as normality of the data or equal variances the general approach also allows for ordinal and even dichotomous data the underlying effect size is the nonparametric relative effect which has a simple and intuitive probability interpretation the data analysis is presented as comprehensively as possible including appropriate descriptive statistics which follow a nonparametric paradigm as well as corresponding inferential methods using hypothesis tests and confidence intervals based on pseudo ranks offering clear explanations an overview of the modern rank and pseudo rank based inference methodology and numerous illustrations with real data examples as well as the necessary R SAS code to run the statistical analyses this book is a valuable resource for statisticians and practitioners alike this book provides an overview of the current state of the art of nonlinear time series analysis richly illustrated with examples pseudocode algorithms and real world applications avoiding a theorem proof format it shows concrete applications on a variety of empirical time series the book can be used in graduate courses in nonlinear time series and at the same time also includes interesting material for more advanced readers though it is largely self contained readers require an understanding of basic linear time series concepts Markov chains and Monte Carlo simulation methods the book covers time domain and frequency domain methods for the analysis of both univariate and multivariate vector time series it makes a clear distinction between parametric models on the one hand and semi and nonparametric models methods on the other this offers the reader the option of concentrating exclusively on one of these nonlinear time series analysis methods to make the book as user friendly as possible major supporting concepts and specialized tables are appended at the end of every chapter in addition each chapter concludes with a set of key terms and concepts as well as a summary of the main findings lastly the book offers numerous theoretical and empirical exercises with answers provided by the author in an extensive solutions manual this textbook gives a comprehensive account of magnetism one of the oldest yet most
vibrant fields of physics it spans the historical development the physical foundations and the continuing research underlying the subject the book covers both the classical and quantum mechanical aspects of magnetism and novel experimental techniques perhaps uniquely it discusses spin transport and magnetization dynamics phenomena associated with atomically and spin engineered nano structures against the backdrop of spintronics and magnetic storage and memory applications the book is for students and serves as a reference for scientists in academia and research laboratories the handbook of modern ferromagnetic materials is an up to the minute compendium of all ferromagnetic materials metallic and ceramic intended for electrical and electronic applications coverage of the newest and most economically important materials soft ferrites the rare earth magnet alloys amorphous and nanocrystalline alloys is extensive the distinctive feature of this book is its correlation of basic material properties metallurgical and ceramic with their magnetic characteristics and eventually to the choice in an application unique to this work is information on the many magnetic components into which these materials can be formed and the pertinent design data another useful feature is the criteria quality stability and economic for selection of a particular material included are the mechanical thermal and physical properties of these materials the author not only presents the latest information from suppliers and magnetism conferences but includes a section on new materials e.g. colossal magnetostriction materials being developed but not yet available the format is arranged according to frequency of operation which turns out to be almost concurrent with the application thus direct current applications are considered first then low frequency line power followed by applications at increasing frequencies up to microwave uses this anthology of ferromagnetic materials is an essential reference work for electrical and electronic designers and materials scientists it may also serve as a text for a magnetic materials course and as a materials guide for purchasing agents and technical executives
this is the first volume of a set of three within the Springer series in optical sciences and is devoted to photorefractive effects, photorefractive materials, and their applications. Since the publication of our first two Springer books on photorefractive materials and their applications, topics in applied physics, vols 61 and 62, almost 20 years ago, a lot of research has been done in this area. New and often unexpected effects have been discovered, theoretical models developed, known effects finally explained, and novel applications proposed. We believe that the field has now reached a high level of maturity, even if research continues in all areas mentioned above and with new discoveries arriving quite regularly. We therefore have decided to invite some of the top experts in the field to put together the state of the art in their respective fields. This handbook delivers an up-to-date, comprehensive, and authoritative coverage of the broad field of surface science, encompassing a range of important materials such as metals, semiconductors, insulators, ultrathin films, and supported nanoobjects. Over 100 experts from all branches of experiment and theory review in 39 chapters all major aspects of solid state surfaces, from basic principles to applications, including the latest groundbreaking research results. The handbook leads the reader through the basics of crystallographic structures and electronic properties to the advanced topics at the forefront of current research. These include but are not limited to novel applications in nanoelectronics, nanomechanical devices, plasmonics, carbon films, catalysis, and biology. The handbook is an ideal reference guide and instructional aid for a wide range of physicists, chemists, materials scientists, and engineers active throughout academic and industrial research. This handbook provides an overview on wood science and technology of unparalleled comprehensiveness and international validity. It describes the fundamental wood biology, chemistry, and physics as well as structure property relations of wood and wood-based materials.
different aspects and steps of wood processing are presented in detail from both a fundamental technological perspective and their realisation in industrial contexts the discussed industrial processes extend beyond sawmilling and the manufacturing of adhesively bonded wood products to the processing of the various wood based materials including pulp and paper natural fibre materials and aspects of bio refinery core concepts of wood applications quality and life cycle assessment of this important natural resource are presented the book concludes with a useful compilation of fundamental material parameters and data as well as a glossary of terms in accordance with the most important industry standards written and edited by a truly international team of experts from academia research institutes and industry thoroughly reviewed by external colleagues this handbook is well attuned to educational demands as well as providing a summary of state of the art research trends and industrial requirements it is an invaluable resource for all professionals in research and development and engineers in practise in the field of wood science and technology during the last two decades considerable progress has been made in statistical time series analysis the aim of this book is to present a survey of one of the most active areas in this field the identification of autoregressive moving average models i.e. determining their orders readers are assumed to have already taken one course on time series analysis as might be offered in a graduate course but otherwise this account is self contained the main topics covered include box jenkins method inverse autocorrelation functions penalty function identification such as aic bic techniques and hannan and quinn’s method instrumental regression and a range of pattern identification methods rather than cover all the methods in detail the emphasis is on exploring the fundamental ideas underlying them extensive references are given to the research literature and as a result all those engaged in research in this subject will find this an invaluable aid to their work

Springer Series In Photonics 1983 this book describes recent advances in radiative transfer atmospheric remote sensing polarization optics of random media and light scattering it is a valuable resource for anyone
involved in light scattering research providing numerous step by step tutorials it allows readers to quickly learn about various aspects of theoretical and experimental light scattering media optics the book features among others a chapter on aerosol remote sensing that helps readers to define and solve various aerosol remote sensing problems
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Springer Series in Light Scattering 2008-07 this book presents a survey of modern theoretical techniques in studies of radiative transfer and light scattering phenomena in turbid media it offers a comprehensive analysis of polarized radiative transfer and also discusses advances in planetary spectroscopy as far as aerosol layer height determination is of interest further it describes approximate methods of the radiative transfer equation solution for a special case of strongly scattering media a separate chapter focuses on optical properties of black carbon aggregates

2019-01-13 this book presents a survey of modern theoretical techniques in studies of radiative transfer and light scattering phenomena in turbid media it offers a comprehensive analysis of polarized radiative transfer and also discusses advances in planetary spectroscopy as far as aerosol layer height determination is of interest further it describes approximate methods of the radiative transfer equation solution for a special
case of strongly scattering media a separate chapter focuses on optical properties of black carbon aggregates 2019 this book describes recent advances in radiative transfer atmospheric remote sensing polarization optics of random media and light scattering it is a valuable resource for anyone involved in light scattering research providing numerous step by step tutorials it allows readers to quickly learn about various aspects of theoretical and experimental light scattering media optics the book features among others a chapter on aerosol remote sensing that helps readers to define and solve various aerosol remote sensing problems 2019-06-29 contemporary views on the structure and function of chromatin are presented and the history of the development of these ideas as well as the nature of the nucleic acid and protein components of chromatin are reviewed the structure of chromatin is studied at several levels and its modes of transcription and replication are analyzed chromatin provides researchers with a critical evaluation of current knowledge it combines much information that has never before been assembled and evaluates and interrelates it in a critical way this has not been done before so that readers are not only provided with an overview but with extensive references to the literature there are about 2000 references in all Springer Series in Light Scattering 2012-12-06 this timely monograph addresses an important class of semiconductors and devices that constitute the underlying technology for blue lasers it succinctly treats structural electrical and optical properties of nitrides and the substrates on which they are deposited band structures of nitrides optical processes deposition and fabrication technologies light emitting diodes and lasers it also includes many tables and figures detailing the properties and performance of nitride semiconductors and devices Springer Series in Light Scattering 1999-09-28 it is a source of great pleasure to help launch the new springer series in solid state sciences some years ago i wrote my book principles of magnetic resonance i have been eager to publish a new book concerned with spin temperature double resonance and spin flip line narrowing topics basic to important trends in present day magnetic resonance which were not treated in my
earlier book invitations to lecture in osaka japan in leuven belgium and lausanne switzerland had provided occasion to prepare first drafts of the new topics and to get student feedback my plans were changed however when i learned that principles of magnetic resonance was no longer available dr lotsch physics editor of springer verlag and i decided it made sense to combine the new book with a modified old one thereby continuing to make available a complete text in basic magnetic resonance written with a philosophy of presenting a thorough treatment of a small number of concepts which are key to large areas of magnetic resonance in addition to adding three new chapters i have added new material to the original chapters have added two new appendices one on the use of bloch equations to describe rate processes the other on the effect of diffusion on spin echoes and have augmented the collection of homework problems

Springer Series in Light Scattering 1990 the book is aimed at description of recent progress in studies of light extinction absorption and scattering in turbid media in particular light scattering oceanic optics planetary optics research communities are greatly benefit from the publication of this book

Chromatin 2013-06-29 while the present edition is bibliographically the third one of vol 8 of the springer series in information sciences is 8 the book actually stems from vol 17 of the series communication and cybernetics cc 17 entitled associative memory a system theoretical approach which appeared in 1977 that book was the first monograph on distributed associative memories or content addressable memories as they are frequently called especially in neural networks research this author however would like to reserve the term content addressable memory for certain more traditional constructs the memory locations of which are selected by parallel search such devices are discussed in vol 1 of the springer series in information sciences content addressable memories this third edition of is 8 is rather similar to the second one two new discussions have been added one to the end of chap 5 and the other the lvq 2 algorithm to the end of chap 7 moreover the convergence proof in sect 5 7 2 has been revised
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Pattern Analysis and Understanding 1989-09-14 this book reviews the spaceborne and airborne remote sensing of clouds including cloud lidar and radar data analysis snow and soil reflectance spectroscopy and single light scattering by nonspherical scatterers providing deep insights into the latest technologies it is a valuable resource for scientists and postgraduate students alike

Principles of Magnetic Resonance 2002-12-10 a chronicle written only by someone for whom the present important goethe maximen und reflexionen the second volume of our company s history differs from the first in several ways with a great appreciation of history heinz sarkowski has impressively reconstructed the company cor spondence which is fortunately almost completely preserved and made it speak there is an inexhaustible amount of c respondence pertaining to the period i have taken it upon myself to cover and working through it properly not only would have required many years but also would have detracted from the immediacy of the account thus i decided to proceed from personal experience to describe what has happened and to provide details gleaned from the correspondence i have counted here by no means only my own but rather the personal experiences of the many company members and employees who are mentioned below with the founding of the new york firm developments branch out becoming parallel but separate and the change from one scene to another repeatedly interrupts the continuing course of events and the chronological flow of the report in this connection the occasional repetition of certain facts was avoidable in some places however it seemed more appropriate not to interrupt particular lines of development but to describe them in continuity without regard to specific periods of time

Springer Series in Light Scattering 2020-02-21 a chronicle written only by someone for whom the present important goethe maximen und reflexionen the second volume of our company s history differs from the first
in several ways with a great appreciation of history heinz sarkowski has impressively reconstructed the
company correspondence which is fortunately almost completely preserved and made it speak there is an
inexhaustible amount of correspondence pertaining to the period i have taken it upon myself to cover and
working through it properly not only would have required many years but also would have detracted from the
immediacy of the account thus i decided to proceed from personal experience to describe what has happened
and to provide details gleaned from the correspondence i have counted here by no means only my own but
rather the personal experiences of the many company members and employees who are mentioned below
with the founding of the new york firm developments branch out becoming parallel but separate and the
change from one scene to another repeatedly interrupts the continuing course of events and the chronological
flow of the report in this connection the occasional repetition of certain facts was avoidable in some places
however it seemed more appropriate not to interrupt particular lines of development but to describe them in
continuity without regard to specific periods of time

Self-Organization and Associative Memory 1996-10-07 this is the first ever comprehensive treatment of
nexafs spectroscopy it is suitable for novice researchers as an introduction to the field while experts will
welcome the detailed description of state of the art instrumentation and analysis techniques along with the
latest experimental and theoretical results

Springer Series in Light Scattering 2010-12-08 the book presents in a rigorous and thorough manner the
main elements of charles manski s research on partial identification of probability distributions the approach
to inference that runs throughout the book is deliberately conservative and thoroughly nonparametric there is
an enormous scope for fruitful inference using data and assumptions that partially identify population
parameters
Springer-Verlag: History of a Scientific Publishing House 1984-01 in today's global and highly competitive environment, continuous improvement in the processes and products of any field of engineering is essential for survival. This book gathers together the full range of statistical techniques required by engineers from all fields; it will assist them to gain sensible statistical feedback on how their processes or products are functioning and to give them realistic predictions of how these could be improved. The handbook will be essential reading for all engineers and engineering connected managers who are serious about keeping their methods and products at the cutting edge of quality and competitiveness.

Springer-Verlag: History of a Scientific Publishing House 2021-04-16 this book deals with methods for solving nonstiff ordinary differential equations. The first chapter describes the historical development of the classical theory and the second chapter includes a modern treatment of Runge-Kutta and extrapolation methods. Chapter three begins with the classical theory of multistep methods and concludes with the theory of general linear methods. The reader will benefit from many illustrations, a historical and didactic approach, and computer programs which help them learn to solve all kinds of ordinary differential equations. This new edition has been rewritten and new material has been included.

NEXAFS Spectroscopy 2003-05-12 This is the first comprehensive book on ferroelectric memories which contains chapters on device design, processing, testing, and device physics as well as on breakdown leakage currents, switching mechanisms, and fatigue. State-of-the-art device designs are included and illustrated among the book's many figures. More than 500 up-to-date references and 76 problems make it useful as a research reference for physicists, engineers, and students.
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1989 this book explains how to analyze independent data from factorial designs without having to make restrictive assumptions such as normality of the data or equal variances the general approach also allows for ordinal and even dichotomous data the underlying effect size is the nonparametric relative effect which has a simple and intuitive probability interpretation the data analysis is presented as comprehensively as possible including appropriate descriptive statistics which follow a nonparametric paradigm as well as corresponding inferential methods using hypothesis tests and confidence intervals based on pseudo ranks offering clear explanations an overview of the modern rank and pseudo rank based inference methodology and numerous illustrations with real data examples as well as the necessary r sas code to run the statistical analyses this book is a valuable resource for statisticians and practitioners alike

Partial Identification of Probability Distributions 2008-04-16 this book provides an overview of the current state of the art of nonlinear time series analysis richly illustrated with examples pseudocode algorithms and real world applications avoiding a theorem proof format it shows concrete applications on a variety of empirical time series the book can be used in graduate courses in nonlinear time series and at the same time also includes interesting material for more advanced readers though it is largely self contained readers require an understanding of basic linear time series concepts markov chains and monte carlo simulation methods the book covers time domain and frequency domain methods for the analysis of both univariate and multivariate vector time series it makes a clear distinction between parametric models on the one hand and semi and nonparametric models methods on the other this offers the reader the option of concentrating exclusively on
one of these nonlinear time series analysis methods to make the book as user friendly as possible major supporting concepts and specialized tables are appended at the end of every chapter in addition each chapter concludes with a set of key terms and concepts as well as a summary of the main findings lastly the book offers numerous theoretical and empirical exercises with answers provided by the author in an extensive solutions manual

Springer Handbook of Engineering Statistics 2000-05-05 this text book gives a comprehensive account of magnetism one of the oldest yet most vibrant fields of physics it spans the historical development the physical foundations and the continuing research underlying the subject the book covers both the classical and quantum mechanical aspects of magnetism and novel experimental techniques perhaps uniquely it discusses spin transport and magnetization dynamics phenomena associated with atomically and spin engineered nano structures against the backdrop of spintronics and magnetic storage and memory applications the book is for students and serves as a reference for scientists in academia and research laboratories

Chromatin 2021-10-25

Solving Ordinary Differential Equations I 2019-07-15 the handbook of modern ferromagnetic materials is an up to the minute compendium of all ferromagnetic materials metallic and ceramic intended for electrical and electronic applications coverage of the newest and most economically important materials soft ferrites the rare earth magnet alloys amorphous and nanocrystalline alloys is extensive the distinctive feature of this book is its correlation of basic material properties metallurgical and ceramic with their magnetic characteristics and eventually to the choice in an application unique to this work is information on the many magnetic components into which these materials can be formed and the pertinent design data another useful feature is the criteria quality stability and economic for selection of a particular material included are the mechanical thermal and physical properties of these materials the author not only presents the latest
information from suppliers and magnetism conferences but includes a section on new materials e.g. colossal magnetostriction materials being developed but not yet available the format is arranged according to frequency of operation which turns out to be almost concurrent with the application thus direct current applications are considered first then low frequency line power followed by applications at increasing frequencies up to microwave uses this anthology of ferromagnetic materials is an essential reference work for electrical and electronic designers and materials scientists it may also serve as a text for a magnetic materials course and as a materials guide for purchasing agents and technical executives

**Ferroelectric Memories** 2017-03-30

2007-01-19 this is the first volume of a set of three within the springer series in optical sciences and is devoted to photorefractive effects photorefractive materials and their applications since the publication of our first two springer books on photorefractive materials and their applications topics in applied physics vols 61 and 62 almost 20 years ago a lot of research has been done in this area new and often expected effects have been discovered theoretical models developed known effects finally explained and novel applications proposed we believe that the field has now reached a high level of maturity even if research continues in all areas mentioned above and with new discoveries arriving quite regularly we therefore have decided to invite some of the top experts in the field to put together the state of the art in their respective fields this after we had been encouraged to do so for more than ten years by the publisher due to the fact that the former volumes were long out of print

**Rank and Pseudo-Rank Procedures for Independent Observations in Factorial Designs** 2019-11 this handbook delivers an up to date comprehensive and authoritative coverage of the broad field of surface science encompassing a range of important materials such metals semiconductors insulators ultrathin films and supported nanoobjects over 100 experts from all branches of experiment and theory review in 39
chapters all major aspects of solid state surfaces from basic principles to applications including the latest
ground breaking research results beginning with the fundamental background of kinetics and
thermodynamics at surfaces the handbook leads the reader through the basics of crystallographic structures
and electronic properties to the advanced topics at the forefront of current research these include but are not
limited to novel applications in nanoelectronics nanomechanical devices plasmonics carbon films catalysis
and biology the handbook is an ideal reference guide and instructional aid for a wide range of physicists
chemists materials scientists and engineers active throughout academic and industrial research

**Elements of Nonlinear Time Series Analysis and Forecasting** 1999-05-31 this handbook provides an
overview on wood science and technology of unparalleled comprehensiveness and international validity it
describes the fundamental wood biology chemistry and physics as well as structure property relations of
wood and wood based materials the different aspects and steps of wood processing are presented in detail
from both a fundamental technological perspective and their realisation in industrial contexts the discussed
industrial processes extend beyond sawmilling and the manufacturing of adhesively bonded wood products to
the processing of the various wood based materials including pulp and paper natural fibre materials and
aspects of bio refinery core concepts of wood applications quality and life cycle assessment of this important
natural resource are presented the book concludes with a useful compilation of fundamental material
parameters and data as well as a glossary of terms in accordance with the most important industry standards
written and edited by a truly international team of experts from academia research institutes and industry
thoroughly reviewed by external colleagues this handbook is well attuned to educational demands as well as
providing a summary of state of the art research trends and industrial requirements it is an invaluable
resource for all professionals in research and development and engineers in practise in the field of wood
science and technology

**Magnetism** 2022-06-07 during the last two decades considerable progress has been made in statistical time
series analysis the aim of this book is to present a survey of one of the most active areas in this field the identification of autoregressive moving average models i.e. determining their orders. Readers are assumed to have already taken one course on time series analysis as might be offered in a graduate course but otherwise this account is self contained. The main topics covered include Box-Jenkins method, inverse autocorrelation functions, penalty function identification such as AIC, BIC techniques, and Hannan and Quinn's method. Instrumental regression and a range of pattern identification methods rather than cover all the methods in detail the emphasis is on exploring the fundamental ideas underlying them. Extensive references are given to the research literature and as a result all those engaged in research in this subject will find this an invaluable aid to their work.
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